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Introducing 
FortiGate® 7030E

Protect your campus, data center, and internal segments at blazing 
speeds and with the highest security. Simplicity. Affordability. Ease 
of deployment. High Performance Threat Protection. Our new 
7030E Next Generation Firewall has it all. 

The 7030E is the ideal solution for mid-sized and 

large enterprises faced with deploying greater security 

protections and compliance while satisfying higher 

performance demands on their networks.  The 7030E, 

the newest member of Fortinet’s next generation chassis 

firewalls, leverages the latest advancements in Fortinet’s 

hardware and software innovation to deliver the highest 

performance support for critical security services such 

as SSL traffic decryption and inspection, intrusion 

prevention, and threat protection.  

With flexible support for high performance network 

interfaces and two powerful advanced processing 

modules, the FortiGate 7030E is streamlined and 

economical, providing protection against sophisticated 

cyber threats such as ransomware, encrypted malware, 

zero-day attacks and other forms of malware.

Highlights

 § Modular security gateway with unpar-
alleled NGFW and threat protection 
performance 

 § Compact footprint for greener data 
centers

 § Available in 2 configurations to suit cus-
tomer needs and ease of deployment

 § Support for high density 10G/40G/100G 
QSFP28 interfaces

 § Hot swappable components and mod-
ules

 § Upgrade path to the higher end Forti-
Gate 7000 series

 § Industry leading price/performance and 
low TCO (total cost of ownership)
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* Target performance, subject to final values

160 Gbps
Firewall

60 Gbps
IPS

50 Gbps
NGFW

40 Gbps
Threat Protection

160 Million
Concurrent 
Sessions

BUNDLE ITEMS SKU DESCRIPTION

FortiGate 7030E-SFP10G FG-7030E-SFP10G 6U 3-slot chassis with 2x FPM-7620E processor modules, 1x FIM-7901E module with 32x 10 GE SFP+ slots, 1x manager 
module, and 3x hot swappable redundant PSU.

FortiGate 7030E-QSFP28 FG-7030E-QSFP28 6U 3-slot chassis with 2x FPM-7620E processor modules, 1x FIM-7920E module with 4x 100 GE QSFP28 slots, 1x manager 
module, and 3x hot swappable redundant PSU.
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Fortinet Processor Module 7620E
Latest purpose-built SPU CP9 accelerated processor module with 

superior content processing throughput and protection. Runs on 

FortiOS 5 — the most powerful security operating system in the 

world.

Fortinet Interface Module 7901E
High performance, SPU DP2 accelerated networking blade with 

32x GE/10 GE SFP/+ slots.
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Fortinet Interface Module 7920E
High performance, SPU DP2 accelerated networking blade with 4x 

100 GE QSFP28 slots.
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